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How is the radiology department going to look like 
in year 2020?

Body scanning techniques, our healthcare systems 
and human-computer-interaction technologies are 
developing fast. This project suggest a solution to 
bring these trends together in the radiology depart-
ment.

Goal of this project is to develop a natural and 
intelligent interface for radiologists. The individual 
workspace of a radiologist should be the main focus 
of this work. How does the radiologist interact with 
data? And how is the individual work connected to 
collaborations and other people?

adapting new human-computer-interaction technologies to the 
radiology department

A Radiologists Reading Room
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Recently touchscreens have become widely accepted 
by users and they are becoming more popular in 
a lot of different products. Projects and products 
like the iPhone, Microsoft Surface or Jeff Hans 
multitouch-wall gained a lot of media attention 
and started the popularity of touchscreens. I think 
touchscreens will become even more popular in near 
future and will change designs of other products. 
Today they are mainly used in public kiosks (e.g. 
ATM machines), on mobile devices and as installa-
tions (e.g. for exhibitions).

Touchscreens are already a more natural user inter-
face (NUI) than mouse and keyboard, because the 
interaction with the graphical user interface (GUI) 
on a touchscreen is direct. Natural gestures like 
swiping and flipping are easier translated into touch-
screen gestures than with the mouse. In my degree 
project I want to ask the question: what natural user 
interfaces will follow after the touchscreen? What 
opportunities do non-GUIs have?

My approach to this questions would be a more 
tangible interface. Interaction with objects is more 
natural than with icons and graphics. I am also aware 
that there are several advantages in GUIs and todays 
way of interacting with the computer. My goal is to 
find an appropriate combination of tangible and 
digital interfaces.

As a result I call for an entirely different ap-
proach. Augmentation, not automation. 
Facilitation, not intelligence. We need devices 
that have a natural interaction with people, 
not a machine interaction. Devices that do not 
pretend to communicate, but face up to the fact 
that they do not and cannot. It is time for the 
science of natural interaction between people 
and machines, an interaction very  different 
than what we have today.

Don Norman: the Design of Future Things [2007]

Natural Interfaces
the future of human-computer-
interaction
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Most people will know radiology best for X-Ray 
pictures. But X-Ray is only a part of radiology. 

Radiology is the medical specialty directing 
medical imaging technologies to diagnose and 
treat diseases.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiology

There is a lot of different ways to scan the inside of a  
human body. And different technologies are used for 
different body parts and detecting different diseases.

A radiologist decides which technology should be 
used depending on the problems of the patient. He 
then views and analyzes pictures and other data 
coming from these scans to determine if there is 

something and what is wrong with the patient.

There are six main technologies used for scanning 
the human body for medical purposes:

 - Projection (plain) radiography
 - Fluoroscopy
 - CT scanning - Computed tomography
 - Ultrasound
 - MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)
 - Nuclear medicine

How technology behind these scanning techniques 
work is not of interest for this project. So following 
we will just have a closer look at the uses and data 
that is produced.

What is radiology?

Radiology Introduction
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http://www.heartworks.me.uk/http://www.wikipedia.orghttp://www.radpod.org/

Ultrasound
Ultrasound is mainly used for real time imaging. 
With Ultrasound you can look at a beating heart. 
Depending on the technology the Ultrasound image 
is a slice of the body part, similar to the CT slices 
but usually with less information about the density 
of matter and less resolution.

New ultrasound technologies generate videos of 3D 
information. This moving 3D models could also be 
called a 4D representation.

CT scanning - Computed tomography
In CT scanning a series of x-ray-pictures is taken. 
You can think of these pictures as slices of the body. 
Depending on the protocol used, each slice has a 
specific volume.

CT scanning has advantages over the plain radiog-
raphy because you look at thin slices instead of the 
whole volume at once. You can also use these slices 
to generate an actual 3D-model of the scanned body 
part.

Projection (plain) radiography
X-Rays are directed at a body part. This radiation 
tends to pass through less dense matter (air, fat, mus-
cle, and other tissues), but is absorbed or scattered by 
denser materials (bones, tumors or metal). So denser 
materials in the body are represented by brighter 
parts in the image, less dense matter is represented 
by darker  parts.

In a projection radiography there is only one picture 
taken. This picture contains information of a volume 
because the radiation passed from one side through 
a whole body to the other side to reach the receiver 
plate.
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source unknownsource unknownhttp://science.nationalgeographic.com/

Nuclear Medicine
Nuclear Medicine uses another method than Fluo-
roscopy. But here there is also some contrast injected 
into the patient.

These contrast/tracers are designed so they are 
concentrating in abnormal areas, making e.g. tumor 
detecting possible.

Fluoroscopy
Fluoroscopy the patient swallows a radioactive 
liquid or a radioactive tracer is injected into his/her 
body/bloodstream. These tracers can be detected by 
a CT scanner. By obtaining pictures time after time 
you can see the flow of the tracer through the body.

This enables for example detailed information about 
the colon or can show blood flow in arteries and 
veins.

Bloodflow data is normally represented as heatmaps. 
If combined with normal CT scanning its also pos-
sible to generate 3D-models.

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)
MRI uses a non radioactive technology to scan the 
human body. It gives the best soft tissue contrast of 
all the imaging technologies described here.

As in CT scans you can generate 3D models or view 
slices of the body. But MRIs are slower than CT 
scanners. This makes it difficult to obtain pictures of 
moving body parts.
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I visited the CT department at UMC Utrecht, the 
Netherlands to get a basic overview of the workflow 
in the radiology department there.

UMC Utrecht
Hospital Visit, February 2, 2009
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5. Technologist schedule
The technlogogist views his schedule and scans the 
paper request from the radiologists. He performs 
the scan as requested.

4. Edited Request Form
The request (still on paper) was edited by the 
radiologist and than send to the CT-technologist. 
Electronically the patient is scheduled.

3. Radiologist reviews request
He determines if the scan is needed and decides 
which scan protocol should be used.

2. Request Form
The Physician fills out a paper request form and 
sends it to the radiology department.

1. Examination of Patient
The physician detects an abnormality. She needs 
a body scan to determine if there is a disease and 
what treatment is needed.

Workflow CT department UMC Utrecht

This is the normal workflow of in the CT depart-
ment of UMC Utrecht. However this ordinary 
workflow (shown in the following storyboard) 
could be interrupted in special occasions. In example 
when there is an emergency, the scanned images are 
incorrect or the disease is from unknown character.
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11. generating report
The computer generates a report according to 
protocol and the radiologist signs it. This reports 
is archieved and send to physicians  or surgeons.

10. Reporting
Findings are reported with a microfone and via 
speech-to-text automaziation.

9. Analysing scan data  
Pictures are analysed by comparison. If needed a 
medical atlas (book) is used or patient history is 
viewed.

8. Radiologists schedule
Radiologist views his schedule and opens patient 
data. Hangings from the actual scan automatically 
displayed on 2 addtional viewing screens.

6. Preparing Patient and Scanning
The Patient is prepared for the actual scan. The 
scan itself just takes a couple of seconds (depend-
ing on kind of scan)

7. Post processing
The Technologist edits the scans, he prepares 
hangings according to protocol.
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This is different in Sweden, here they nearly com-
pleted the transfer to computer technology. Re-
quests to the radiology department are send and 
edited in an email-like hopsital internal system.

Sweden also has a nation-wide healthcare network 
called Sjunet (xx). All hospitals are connected to 
this network and can share information. This could 
be patient history and pictures from previous body 
scans.

In my “directions 4 - prognosis” (xx) I pointed out 
the trend to more prognosis instead of diagnosis-
only at the radiology department. At NUH Umea 
there is a designated conference room for this pur-
pose. Radiologist present specific cases to a group 

Norrlands University Hospital, Umea, Sweden

The basic workflow at the radiology department at 
NUH is basically the same as described earlier for 
UMC Utrecht (page xx).

However there are some minor differences between 
the two hospitals. It seems like NUH Umea and 
healthcare network in Sweden in general is a bit 
ahead of other countries.

 At UMC Utrecht radiology requests forms are still 
written on paper and than scanned and digitalized. 
Because some of their systems is already upgraded to 
digital networked technology and some is not, they 
have this weird mix of paper and digital data.

of specialists. Together they will discuss the case 
and propose a treatment for the patient. The whole 
system is designed for these rounds. Radiologists can 
choose rare, difficult or interesting cases and sched-
ule them for a round. They just drag-and-drop the 
cases to a digital calender. Some cases are automati-
cally scheduled for rounds by the computer accord-
ing to a protocol defined by the hospital.

Norrlands University Hospital R-1.3
Hospital Visit, February 19, 2009
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Seats
for attending specialists.

Microscope
To look at tissue samples or other things regarding 
the case.

Video Camera and Screen
for video conferences and teleradiology.

Projections Control Panel
You can project any screen to the wall.

Presenters workspace & Projection
The presenters workspace is the same as in the 
radiology reading room but with an extra touch-
screen to control the projections.

The room has a designated space for the radiologist/
presenter. From this space you have control over 
the projector set up. About 30 chairs are facing the 
projection wall.

The presenters workspace has the same set up as in  
a Radiologists Reading Room - 1 computer with 3 
screens connected to the PACS system. There is also 
a small touchscreen for controlling the projectors. 
Normally the two picture-viewing-screens are mir-
rored by the projectors. But you can also project the 
patient data or websites.

Conference Room at NUH Umea
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Overview of current software (and interfaces) used 
in the radiology department.

page not yet finished...

Software break down
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Nowadays the radiologist does not interact much 
with the images. Annotations and measurements 
are just a minor part of his/her work. Comparing 
and analyzing pictures is their main work. Some-
times they do not even need to navigate through 
the pictures/data because there are general pro-
tocols for displaying the pictures called hangings. 
These hanging usually show everything the radi-
ologist needs to see.

So I think visualization is one of the most impor-
tant parts in radiology.

Jannes: “I wonder why there are no specialised 
tools for radiologists. Your main tools are still 
mouse and keyboard.”

Radiologist: “Our main tools are our eyes!”

Following is a collection of visualizations.

Vizualisation Techniques
visualizing the human body and
mediacl data

R-1.3
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Philips source unknown Xromm 4D

3D + time = 4D
Xromm 4D is currently under development. from 
what I understand its basically a 3D scan over time. 
So you can view/scan movements from different 
directions. In a example video they show 3D bones 
inside a pig while it is walking. another example for 
4D imaging is a 3D ultrasound, where 3D images 
are rapidly captured and animated to produce a 4D 
ultrasound.

High Contrast 2D
this is probably the most used visualization today. 
There are special (and very expensive) greyscale 
screens to display high contrast 2D images. Normal-
ly Radiologists use two of these screens side by side. 
With CT scans you can get a full body scan in slices, 
so you can “move” through the body by viewing 
slices from different parts of the body.

Advanced 3D
I found this company using game-graphic-engines 
to visualize medical images in 3D. I am not sure if 
that’s the right way to go. How complex textures and 
shaders are useful in viewing medical images? Of 
course it looks fancy and might be a good thing for 
advertising a product.
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http://www.medi-mation.com/

Simulated Super Zoom
Simulations and medical illustrations show visualiza-
tions of cells and atoms. Maybe in the future a super 
high resolution scanner could take these kind of 
pictures.

Also nuclear medicine already scans for specific ele-
ments in the human body.

Body Slicing
CT scanning is similar to the sliced bodies of the 
Bodies Exhibition (picture above). I think this 
photo is showing in a great way what a CT machine 
actually does, slice the human body so you can look 
inside the body and at each slide at a time.

http://www.bodiestheexhibition.com/source unknown

Heatmaps
Heatmaps are often used to visualize activity and 
bloodflow.

I this image in the upper row you can see a merged 
image of a MRI scan and a SPECT image. MRI 
scans are great for showing anatomic details, espe-
cially for soft tissues. SPECT images instead are 
showing the activity of organs with the help of some 
radioactive tracers that are injected into the patient.
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Feature (e.g. Organs) Recognition and Coloring
automatic feature recognition makes it easy to 
distinguish between different organs and bones. 
you can easily turn off different body parts to view 
specific organs. in the picture below you can see that 
the organs are colored (e.g. bones are blue) and some 
are transparent (e.g. skin). are there other ways to 
visualize different organs than coloring them?

Siemens

Movement Visualization
Recreation Movement is a diploma thesis by Martin 
Hilpoltsteiner at the University of Applied Sciences 
Wuerzburg, Germany, Communication Arts. It has 
some very unique ways of analyzing movement in 
videos. The basic idea is to extract all single frames of 
a movie and arrange these in different ways to make 
it easier to analyze movements. It also uses coloring 
and tracking filters to emphasize special features 
of the movement. In his work Martin gave some 
examples of analyzing sports movements, and car 
crash tests. I think it could also be applied to analyze 
medical video or 4D data.

Philips http://www.recreating-movement.com/

Virtual Endoscopy
All data for the 3D model  of the colon was acquired 
during a body scan of the patient. The visualization 
is basically a flight through the colon, but you can 
see in all directions at the same time. This makes it 
possible to look behind corners and ledges without 
changing the viewing direction.

Here you can see a screenshot and the cube in the 
right corner is showing all 6 viewing directions (I 
marked it accordingly on the screenshot of the colo-
noscopy). 
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What will the future of radiology look like?

Of course there will be better technologies for scan-
ning the patient. One trend is combining different 
technologies (e.g. MRI and CT ) and use both their 
strengths. Data generated by these multi modality 
methods is richer and more detailed. Higher resolu-
tion and faster scans will lead to better models and 
scanning of moving parts.

Artificial intelligence and Computer Aided Detec-
tion (CAD) will become stronger and could take a 
lot of work from the radiologist. Processes will get 
automated.

It is also really important to look at the future of 
healthcare in general because it is the world radiol-

ogy lives in. Healthcare 2.0 is a popular buzzword. 
It means the empowerment of the patient by inter-
connected healthcare networks. But it also makes 
the work of the radiologist easier. Patient history 
is available anywhere. Scans can be send over the 
whole world making remote working possible - that 
is called teleradiology.

Following you will find a collection of concepts and 
projects I took as inspiration to think about the 
future of radiology.

for the next generation of healthcare and radiology

Concepts and Projects
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Heartworks Simulator
The mannequin trains students how to do heart 
examinations. The software displays a virtual ultra-
sound image and  a 3D model of the heart.

Heartworks Interface
A 4D model of the heart beating. Time and view-
ing angle can be changed, parts can be turned 
transparent and the heart can be sliced.

VisualBody for Patients
VB embedded in a healtcare webpage - educating 
patients about knee implants.

VisualBody Interface
3D model of the head, skin and muscles are turned 
off. A part of the head is selected and highlighted 
in blue.

The VisualBody is a full human anatomy visualiza-
tion tool. It’s a complex 3D model of the human 
body and all its organs. The heart of the interface is 
a sidebar on the left side. It’s a hierarchical library 
of systems, groups and objects of human body parts 
and organs. You can click any of these and the 3D 
model will zoom into this system/group/object and 
blend out other body parts for better viewing. You 
can also click any part in the 3D model to highlight 
it, the sidebar will tell you the name of this part and 
which groups/systems it belongs to. You can also 
type to search for body parts.

Heartworks is a realistic 4D simulation of the heart. 
You can see the heart beating and view it from all 
angles, turn parts of the heart transparent, and slice 
it to view it from the inside (all this while it is beat-
ing!). It also simulates Ultrasound images as they 
are used in heart examinations. The purpose of this 
application is to educate students. Therefor they also 
have a mannequin that is connected to the software 
to simulate true-to-life Ultrasound examinations. 
This is very interesting for me, because its not only 
an incredible software but also a new medical tan-
gible interface.

Healthcare Education
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Online Networks
Visualization of online network of professionals 
and their connections (reports etc...)

Ubiquitous and mobile computing
a flexible displays works as mobile screening device 
and can also be connected to the multitouch 
screen for collaborative use and datatransfer.

3D models and annotations
3D/4D illustrations of diseases and explanations/
annotations by user around the world

Online Search
an online database of reports can be searched and 
compared to your own case.

Tangible Interactions
a physical model of a brain is placed on the screen 
and augmented with digital information/visualiza-
tions.

This project by the Microsoft Surface team was pre-
sented at CES 2009. It is a project about the future 
of healthcare with several aspects if mentioned in 
my previous research: a networked heatlhcare data 
system, complex 3D models, online communication, 
ubiquitous computing and new interaction meth-
ods.

Microsoft Surface
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Philips Reading Room 2020

Concept presented by Philis at RSNA 2007.

page not yet finished...
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apps for the iPhone, portable multitouch panel and 
software for laptops

page not yet finished...

Mobile and Teleradiology
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I conclude my research phase based on my online 
research, hospital visits and interviews with special-
ists at Philips Healthcare.

I pointed out problems in the work of radiologists 
and trends of radiology. This lead to 4 general topics  
I based my ideation phase upon.

1. Data Explosion

Technology is changing fast. New ways for scan-
ning bodies are developed. Different technologies 
are combined (multi-modality) to get an even more 
detailed pictures of the body. A brain-scan can have 
up to 20000 pictures. Also patient history becomes 
easier accessible, scans from the past can be included 
in the analysis.

This is a lot of data to view for the radiologist, there 
is a need for specialized tools to be able to see what 
is important in all this data. data-visualizations 
should be an important part of these tools. radiolo-
gists are not dependent on viewing 2D slices any-
more.

2. Comparing Cases (connected data in a 
Healthcare 2.0 world)
Nowadays radiologists use physical books, medical 
atlases to compare the body scans with examples 
of known diseases. But the trend goes to digital 
data, there are more possibilities for visualizing and 
comparing diseases than with a book. Patient history 
and information becomes easily accessible and can 
be incorporated into the diagnosis. Radiologists 
also like to collect their own special cases for future 
references. PACS is already the first step to central-
ize these collections and patient data, what is the 
next step?

subtitle

Research Conclusion
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3. Reporting for who?
Reports are normally generated automatically 
according to the protocol. But who views these 
reports? Different specialists need different infor-
mation. New technology delivers more options of 
showing information (e.g. video and 3D). In the 
healthcare network of the future even patients could 
be able to access their own scans, but they don’t 
know how to read this information. A big advantage 
of the connected world is the ease of sharing knowl-
edge, the system should be designed for this.

4.  Prognosis in the Radiology Department
Today a radiologist has about 3-5 minutes to view 
and analyze a case and make a diagnosis. Officially 
its not his/her job to make a prognosis (e.g. pro-
pose what treatment is needed). But fast develop-
ing technologies in the radiology field would make 
prognosis possible in the radiology department. And 
there is already a gray area: radiologists and surgeons 
work together to analyze images and decide on a 
treatment. Is this the radiology of the future - high 
specialized physicians working together to create 
a prognosis, maybe even in the radiology reading 
room? how should a reading room be designed to 
accomplish a seamless workflow for the individual 
specialists? what is the role of CAD and teleradiol-
ogy in making prognosises?


